2013 Service Pack 2 Release Notes
2013 Service Pack 2 includes the following fixed bugs.

Fixed Bugs
Key

Component/s

Summary

FLPR-8884

3D interop

Point Cache is lost when restoring a project from a previous release.

FLPR-8891

Action

Black result when using non 12bit back clips on Gap CFX. May also lead to a crash in
Colour Corrector from Action and Blend & Comp .

SMOK-11217

Archive/Restore

Restoring a project archive creates a new project but does not load the clips.

SMOK-12195

Archive/Restore

Unable to do a Restore archive selection from legacy release: Assertion `view' failed.

SMOK-11248

AVIO

Can't enter the output module with a stereo clip if the broadcast timing matches the clip
timing.

SMOK-11040

AVIO

Can't layoff 23psf clips to VTR with real-time 2:3 pull-down using standard output module
or 25p clips as 50i.

SMOK-12088

Backburner

Must re-install Backburner manager if you modify options from the web monitor while it is
running.

SMOK-11361

Colour
Management

Image Data Type Bypass option should not be applied to 3D LUTs.

SMOK-11188

Conform Workflow

Conform EDL: Manually linking media crashes application.

SMOK-10589

Conform Workflow

AAF conform: does not link correctly when using only UMID clips.

SMOK-11989

ConnectFX

Crash exiting CFX after undoing the adding of a node, if the node's menu is displayed
and the node is unselected.

SMOK-11817

ConnectFX

Crash after modifying LUT settings on a clip node that has been deleted from the
workspace.

SMOK-11537

ConnectFX

Crash when entering Colour Corrector from Action Media List if there is a LUT editor
conversion done to the back plate.

FLPR-8868

Creative Tools

Performance degradation when rendering from a tool in the Tools tab.

SMOK-12134

Data Management

Error message when scrubbing in timeline while proxies are generated: FRAMESTORE :
Lost disk No error.

SMOK-11920

Data Management

Crash when wiring a clip that has tracks and layers of different lengths from 2012.

SMOK-10830

Installation &
Licensing

License Transfer Utility shortcut not working with Smoke on Mac standalone

SMOK-9430

Media Import/
Export

Export fails if there are muted effects in the timeline.
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SMOK-10586

Media Import/
Export

Cannot read correct TC from Avid MXF file.

SMOK-11907

Media Panel and
Viewing Panel

Folder hierarchy is flatten when restored from a Shared Library

SMOK-11355

Media Panel and
Viewing Panel

Crash when going to the Conform tab after making changes to a node setup.

SMOK-11304

Media Panel and
Viewing Panel

Crash when dragging an effect from the Timeline effects pipeline to the Media Library.

SMOK-11333

Media Panel and
Viewing Panel

Crash when exiting full-screen player after adding new media in Action.

SMOK-12475

Preference & User
Management

Missing button to restart Wiretap Gateway from within the application.

SMOK-12262

Rendering

Timeline render slower than previous versions.

SMOK-12264

Sparks

Crash when rendering a Spark that has no input.

FLPR-8763

Timeline

GMask disappears in the Axis timeline effect if motion blur is enabled.

SMOK-12256

Timeline

Crash when trimming a container with a timewarp.

SMOK-9575

Timeline

When going in and out of pre-processing, TimelineFX get unrendered.

